Committee on House and Governmental Affairs

Will meet at:  9:30 am    Date: Wednesday, April 11, 2012

Location: Committee Room 2

Remarks:

HB 148  MORRIS, JIM  MUNICIPAL/LAWRASON ACT  Precludes a person who owes a past due debt to the municipality from running for mayor or alderman in a Lawrason Act municipality

HB 187  GISCLAIR  LOBBYING  Requires notification and reporting relative to certain communications made for the purpose of influencing the passage or defeat of legislation

HB 365  BISHOP, STUART  ELECTIONS/CANDIDATES  Requires candidates for certain offices to receive ethics education prior to qualifying

HB 509  LORUSSO  ELECTION OFFENSES  Prohibits certain conduct relative to the withdrawal from an election of a candidate for public office

HB 698  ANDERS  STATE EMPLOYEE/LEAVE  Adds compensatory time to the type of leave which may be transferred for purposes of the Crisis Leave Pool

HB 711  PUGH  ELECTIONS/CANDIDATES  Provides for the requirements of the notice of candidacy by additionally requiring a candidate to certify that he has filed any campaign finance reports previously due

HB 893  FANNIN  SHERIFFS  Provides for vacancies when a deputy sheriff has not been appointed

HB 1020  DANAHAY  ELECTIONS/BOND & TAX  Requires, for certain elections, that notice to the public be given and records be kept relating to the remittance of portions of tax collections to specified retirement systems in accordance with law

RULES OVERSIGHT:  (1) Ethics rules re: third party ethics training

RULES OVERSIGHT:  (2) Ethics rules re: late filing of reports

___________________________________________
Timothy G. "Tim" Burns
CHAIRMAN